In my opinion it is better to keep short hair. When I say short hair I mean it must be presentably short. Undeniably, a person with short hair looks neat and clean.

Short hair is easier to look after. It is easy to wash and comb. A person with long hair must find the time to upkeep the tidiness of his or her hair. Otherwise it will look unkempt. Just imagine the time taken to wash, dry and comb your hair, only then can it become your crown of glory. With short hair you just shampoo it twice or more a week. Let it dry naturally; apply some hair cream; comb it and you will look presentable.

When a boy like Mustafa has short hair, he looks smart and more mature. There is nothing much to worry about his hair being unexpectedly blown by the wind.

Schools encourage pupils to keep reasonable short hair. Students who are caught keeping long hair are given warning or their long hair be trimmed by the disciplinary teacher. They must follow the school rules. Thus, having short hair signifies good discipline.

One final point which I like to drive home is – keeping short hair does not invite the invasion of lice. Those who have long hair are vulnerable to lice. Once a person is infested by lice it is rather difficult to get rid of them.

Having said that, I’m sure you will agree that keeping short hair is better than keeping long hair.
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